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Abstract
Objective: To enhance the Gender prophecy by employing facial images using
imaginative algorithm and to resolve real time applications. Method: Initially,
we make use of shared deep octonion network and the Octonion-Valued
Neural Network (OVNN) to develop a generic framework for a Hybrid Deep
Sparse Octonion Network (HDSON). Sparse Coding Octonion data Algorithm
(SCOA) is exploited to depict the face images up to seven color channels
and improves the weight of HDSON. Furthermore, to take advantage of
the maximum storage we make use of Bidirectional Associative Memories
(BAM). Findings: The proposed approach resolves both the issues of depiction
of the facial image and its storage, since the present study combines the
characteristics of SCOA to improve HDSON weight and BAM to enhance the
storage. Moreover, the present study is simple to apply and effective in real
time applications.Novelty: Theproposed approach can beused in paramilitary
to minimize cross border terrorism; in addition, the presented scheme can
enhance the probability of child detection and may help local police to a large
extent.
Keywords: Automatic Gender Classification; BAM; DCN; HDSON; Octonion;
SCOA; OVNN

1 Introduction
Technological developments in medical science grows rapidly; as a result, it becomes
very complicated to identify the sex from facial image. So, to recognize the sex from
facial image will become a vital problem and leads security issues. Consequently, this
issue switches the attitude of signal and image processing researchers to exploit the
problem; numerous theories and model have been developed to mitigate these issues.
However, most approaches used complex image processing algorithms and make use
neural networks to study the image performance and increases the delay thereby reduces
the overall throughput.

Characteristics of the human face may be used to get information about a person’s
age, gender, emotional state, and ancestry (1,2). Among these characteristics, age and
gender recognition can be particularly useful, where gender must be determined by
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their faces, but there are still various issues with age and gender credentials that pose open difficulties. Despite being state-of-
the-art, predictions from unfiltered real life face photos have not yet met the demand for commercial and real time applications.
Hence, it is crucial to have a reliable and precise system for age and gender identification, since this research focuses on gender
prediction based on data collected and openly available datasets (3,4). Ithas been stated that many different in real time neural
network models have been built, as a whole (5), these models may be split into two classes: shallow and deep. Non-deep models
are typically built using amultilayer perceptionmodule, whichmakes training challengingwith the real-valued back propagation
(BP) technique. One can roughly build deep models using pretrained methods like deep belief nets (6,7), deep auto-encoder (8),
LeNet-5, Alex Net, Inception etc. (9).

Real Convolution neural network (RCNN) has widespread success in various applications, however correlations between
convolution kernels are rarely considered, and i.e., no specific link or connection is created among convolution kernels.
Moreover, real-value recurrent neural networks (Real RNNs) acquire the correlations by connecting and learning the weights
of convolution kernels and the training difficulty is much increased.

Moumen et al (10) used Complex algebra and quaternion algebra to increase performance during model the connections
between convolution kernels. Subsequently, lot of effort is required to design neural networks to work in the complex,
quaternion, and octonion spaces, which are outside the existing domain. In (11) a deep learning model is used to determine
a gender based on photographs of their retinas. In these approach authors used multiple stored images to train the model.
However, to predict a person’s gender based on the image requires a good explanatory power, which is not currently available,
since the doctors currently have lack of information about gender-specific differences in retinal features. It is possible that the
suggested deep learning may allow for the automatic discovery of new images and illness biomarkers under the direction of
clinicians. In (12,13)authors discussed how age and gender can be determined using CNN, cell phone and machine learning
technologies, however the authors need strong CNN to be available in the cell phone which may not be optimum with the
currently available hardware. Katna et al (14) used machine learning to identify gender. The suggested technique achieved an
accuracy of 81.2% for gender prediction. Various approaches (15–17) based on octonion-valued neural network (OVNN) have
been presented to investigate the image property.The two approaches run on static data, hencemay not be the optimum solution
for real time application. Xiao et al (18) introduces fractional-order octonion-valued bidirectional attention mechanism. The
system is too complex and reduced the overall throughput of the system.

In this paper an enhanced algorithm called hybrid of HDSON and Bidirectional Associative Memory Model(HHBM).
In this approach we make use of HDSON to consider the facial image and BAM to improve the storage capacity of the
system.Consequently, a hybrid model is developed having both the properties of HDSON and BAM and improves the
performance of the existing systems (15–17).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in section 2 we are presenting our proposed model, section 3 presents results
and discussion and finally we are concluding our paper in section 4.

1.1 Proposed Model

The proposed model presented has the following folds.

• Sparse coding step:The complex and quaternionsparse coding difficulties are generalizations of the problem posed in (19).
After multiplication, the generated matrix is represented in Table 1 having orthogonal columns. The study acquired
a structured coefficient matrix to maintain the orthogonality property and the correlation between spectral channels.
Contemporary, it can still rely on the tried-and-true linear correlation method across color channels to keep colors
accurate. Compared to the standard concatenationmodel, thismethod enhanced connection between the image channels.
It has been observed that the ’1-norm minimization issue for octonionic signals may be transformed into a genuine
convex optimization problem. Tominimize the issue modified OMP for the octonion settings is employed.The presented
algorithm chooses the atom dk at each step k that minimizes the residual

∥∥rk
∥∥2

2 =
∥∥rk−1 −dkxk

∥∥2
2 , where r

0 = y

In the context of an octonion, it has been proven that this is identical to picking the atomwith the highest correlationwith the
residual vector

⟨
rk,dk

⟩
. Explicitly, the active dictionary is created asDk =

(
Dk−1,dk

]
by selecting the atom that yields the highest

absolute value in the inner product with the residual. Where,′x′ is the coding coefficient to minimize the norm
∥∥y−Dkx

∥∥2
2. The

Octonion-based linear least-squares problems are hard to solve; therefore, the study employs a new technique that involves
changing the minimization issue into a genuine vector minimization problem represented in (19) and can be represented as∥∥y−Dkx

∥∥2
2 =

∥∥v
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y−Dkx
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Table 1. Rules of multiplication among basis elements
1 e1 e5 e3 e4 e6 e7 e2

1 1 e1 e5 e3 e4 e6 e7 e2
e1 e1 −1 −e4 −e2 e5 −e7 e6 e3
e2 e2 −e3 e7 e1 −e7 −1 e2 −1
e3 e3 e2 −e6 −1 e7 e5 −e4 −e1
e4 e4 −e5 e1 −e3 e7 e1 e3 −e6
e5 e5 e4 −1 e6 −e1 −e3 e2 −e7
e6 e6 e7 e3 −e5 −e2 −1 −e1 e4
e7 e7 −e6 −e2 e4 −e3 e1 −1 e5

• Bidirectional Associative Octonion-Valued Memories: The bidirectional associative memory (20) is employed in
unidirectional Hopfield neural networks (HNN) and in various applications of pattern recognition and automatic control.
Here we use Bidirectional associative memories to store and solve optimization problems associated with octonion based
algorithms and can be represented regarding equations as:


τi

dxi(t)
dt

=−xi(t)+
P

∑
j=1

wi j f (yi(t))+ai, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}

v j
dy j(t)

dt
=−yi(t)+

N

∑
i=1

w ji f (xi(t))+b j, ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,P}
(2)

Where,τi ∈ R,τi > 0 and υ j ∈ R,υ j > 0 signify the time coefficients of neurons xi and y j, Respectively, xi (t) , y j(t) ∈ O are
the conditions of neurons xi and yiat time t; correspondingly, wi jO is the weight connecting neuron xi to octonion data and
dxi(t)

dt := ∑7
a=0

d([xi]a)
dt ea. The weights and activation function values are multiplied by the octonion multiplication in the above

mentioned differential equationsUi (t) = f (xi (t)), andV j (t) = f (y j (t)) are the outputs of neurons xiandy j, correspondingly
in the system.

• Deep octonion networks: Beneath the shadow of this network, several modules are presented, such as the batch
normalization module, the convolution module and the octonion weight initialization technique (21,22). Here we enhance
these models by modifying the mathematical models to get optimized results of the image.

• Octonion internal representation technique : Instead of employing real numbers to signify an octonion number, it uses
them to reproduce the operations of an octonionnumber and can be divided into 8 parts to generate an octonic illustration.
If an octonic Convolutional includes N feature maps, each divisible by 8, then the actual portion receives the first N/8
feature maps, while the seven remaining N/8 are allocated to the seven parts described in Table 1 .

• Octonion convolution component: the octonion convolution an Octonion vector is implemented by an octonion filter
matrix and can be represented as

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

R(w0∗0x0)
I (w0∗0x0)
J (w0∗0x0)
K (w0∗0x0)
E (w0∗0x0)
L(w0∗0x0)
M (w0∗0x0)
N (w0∗0x0)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=



w0 −w1 −w2 −w3 −w4 −w5 −w6 −w7
w1 w0 −w3 w2 −w5 w4 w7 −w6
w2 w3 w0 −w1 −w6 −w7 w4 w5
w3 w2 w1 w0 −w7 w6 −w5 w4
w4 w5 w6 w7 w0 −w1 −w2 −w3
w5 −w4 w7 −w6 w1 w0 w3 −w2
w6 −w7 −w4 w5 w2 −w3 w0 w1
w7 w6 −w5 −w4 w3 w2 −w1 w0


∗



x0
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7


(3)

Octonion and real convolution are denoted by the symbols ∗0 and∗. All the numbers in the range 1,2, ...,7 are represented by
xiandwi,where i is a positive integer.The real component of • is denoted by the symbol R(•)where each of the seven imaginary
portions is denoted by a letter of the alphabet. If a real-valued convolution is used, each channel ismultiplied in the kernel by the
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same number as in the input image. Finally, one feature map is generated using 8 kernels to concatenate 8 channels, followed by
adding the resulting data to the prior operation’s result. For each feature map, octonic convolution employs eight convolution
kernels, utilizing the octonion arithmetic rule and follows the preceding process of 1×1 convolution.

• Octonion batch normalization unit: This improves training speed of the network Real numbers are normalized by
translating and scaling them to make mean and variance equal to zero while applied to batch normalization. However,
in the case of complex or quaternion numbers, batch normalization doesn’t guarantee equal alteration in both real and
imaginary parts. Therefore, a whitening strategy is utilized to scale the information by principal component to minimize
the gap and can be represented mathematically as:

χ̃ =
(x−E[x])√

v
V (4)

Where

V =



vrr vri vr j vrk vre vrl vrm vrn
vir vii vi j vik vie vil vim vin
v jr v ji v j j v jk v je v jl v jm v jn
vkr vki vk j vkk vke vkl vkm vkn
ver vei ve j vek vee vel vem ven
vlr vli vi j vlk vle vll vlm vln
vmr vmi vm j vmk vme vml vmm vmn
vnr vni vn j vnk vne vnl vnm vnn


(5)

Moreover, the octonion batch normalization layer’s forward conduction can be calculated as:

Octonion BN(x̃) = γ x̃+β (6)

Where β = E(x) ∈ O8 and γ =
√

V εO8×8

• Octonion weight initialization method: Here in the network parameters are set to their default values before training.
As the network will not be able to learn the features if the weights are set to the same value at the outset. This kind of
initialization makes deeper useless for deep neural networks and gives results that are worse than linear classifiers. So, to
guarantee a gap between input and output to facilitate the model’s rapid and stable convergence. To achieve the desired
goal we choose a set of startingweight values that are all distinct and close to 0. In light of this, we present ameans of setting
the initial value for the weight of an octonion. Suppose that the eight components of the octonion weightWo ∈ ON×N are
independent Gaussian random variables with a zero mean and same variance to get the dispersion ofWo.

Var (W0) = E
(
(W0|2

]
−E

(
(W0|2

]
(7)

Since the 8 parts are zero-mean then,E[|W0|] = 0as they have the same variance, thenVar(W0) = 8σ2.The value of the standard
deviation σ can then be represented as:

σ =


1

2
√

nin +nout
, if Glorot sinitialization

2
√

nin,
if He ′ Sinitialization

(8)

Here, the weight Wo is optimized, which is described as follows. The input of the deep octonion network is also an input of
OVNN to classify the solution for Eq. (8).

• Octonion Valued Neural Network (OVNN): It develops the octonion valued form of octonion statistics given like
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Ode f = x1 + i1x2 + i2x3 + i3x4 + i4x5 + i5x6 + i6x7 + i7x8 (9)

Where: xi, i ∈ {1,2, ..,8} Is the real part and can be represented as

x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8 ∈ R (10)

And i j, j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,7}is the imaginary part and is given as

= i22 = i23 = i24 = i25 = i26 = i27 =−1 (11)

The latter consists of m neurons and an output layer with s neurons. Weights w1
nm andw2

nm, in turn, are associated with these
layers. Biases are denoted by w1

0m for the hidden layer and w1
0s for the output layer. Octonion refers to all possible configurations

of the inputs and outputs in a network. Furthermore, the output of the jth in OVNN can be calculated as:

ŷ j (k+1) = f 2
(

ỹRe
j

)
+∑7

r=1 ir f 2(ỹIm(ir)
j ) (12)

Where Re and Im(ir)directories are imaginary parts ofi1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6, andi7, respectively, f 2 is the nonlinear sigmoid function
given by f 2 (.) = 1

1+e−(.) and ỹ = ∑m
l=1 w2

l hl +w2
0

Furthermore, the real-valued delta rule is expanded upon as follows to help find the best values for network characteristics
like weights and bias and can be given by

w2
0s = w2Re

0s + i1w2Im(i1)
0s + i2w2Im(i2)

0s ±·· ·+ i7w2Im(i7)
0s (13)

So by the applications of the above discussion the modified approach is therefore given by

∇w1
nm

E =
∂E

∂w1Re
nm

+∑7
r=1 ir

∂E

∂w1Im(ir)
nm

(14)

∇w1
nm

E =−u∗n.∇w1
nm

E (15)

w1
nm (k+1) = w1

nm (k) =−η∇w1
nm

E (16)

• Models’ configurations for Octonion input construction: Using this approach it is possible to obtain seven imaginary
parts of octonicmatrices by simultaneously performing one real-valued residual block for gender prediction.Theoctonion
matrix and the real part are the eight vectors linked together along a specific axis to create an entirely new type of vector
called an ”octonion.”This process of Octonion Conv is used to condense the octonion input, and it is followed by the ReLU
operation, where OctonionBN specifies a batch normalization of the octonion input. Figure 1 presents the architecture of
the projected model.

There are now three stages in which the octonion output is fed. Multiple blocks with two convolution layers remain at each
level. To ensure the expressiveness of the output features, the number of feature maps is steadily raised in all three stages. Next,
an AveragePooling2D layer is used to speed up training, and then a fully connected layer named Dense is used to classify the
data. There are three blocks in the deep octonion network model. The first block has a total of 10 residual blocks, the second
has 9 convolution filters, and the final blocks have 32, 64, and 128 residual blocks. The batch size has been set at 64. Table 2
provides the learning rate with epochs for the proposed model.

Stochastic gradient descent and the cross-entropy loss function are used in conjunctionwith deep octonion networks to train
the final model. The Nesterov Momentum is set to 0.9 during descent to improve stability and speed convergence. Different
learning rates are utilized in each network’s epoch to improve network stability. To begin with, the learning rate is set at 0.01; it
rises by a factor of 10 for the next 40 evaluations. Rather than training for 200 epochs, deep octonion networks are trained for
only 120 epochs since their convergence speed is fast.
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Fig 1. A proposed architecture model

Table 2.The learning rate (%) of octonion CNN
Learning-rate Epoch
0.1 (20, 60)
0.01 (0, 20)
0.01 (60, 80)
0.001 (80,110)
0.0001 (110, 120)

Fig 2. Sample Collected images and Sample dataset images

2 Results and Discussion
Kersaf is used on a PC running Ubuntu 16.04 with a CPU running at 3.40 GHz clock speed and 64 GB of RAM, and two
NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080-Ti graphics cards.

The performance of the classification algorithms was compared according to the criteria of accuracy, precision, and F-score
represented in equations (17-20). In the equations, the male is defined as A, the male but predicted as female is considered as
B, and the female but identified as male is denoted as C. Finally, the female is correctly identified as female and is represented
as D.

Accuracy (AC) =
A+B

A+B+C+D
(17)

Precision (P) =
A

A+B
(18)
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Sensitivity (S) =
A

A+D
(19)

F −Measure (F −M) =
2∗Precision∗Sensitivity

Precision+Sensitivity
(20)

Here the proposed model is validated by considering two different data ratios i.e. 70% Train- 30% Test and 60% Train- 40%
Test. To validate our approach we consider various network models (i.e. LeNet, AlexNet, DenseNet and HDSON) as most of
the researchers have used these networks to identify the gender. From the test analysis it has been observed that the accuracy of
the proposed model achieved 98.84%, HDSON, LeNet, AlexNet and DenseNet achieved 96.51%, 90.71%, 93.69% and 95.71%
respectively for 70%-30%, and the for 60%-40% the proposed model achieved 96.76 % whereas HDSON, LeNet, AlexNet and
DenseNet achieved94.93 %, 89.57%, 91.49% and 93.76% respectively.The reason for the better performance of proposedmodel
is that it used both the properties of HDSON and BAM.Therefore, the accuracy is improved for the recognition of gender using
facial images. Similarly, in the analysis of S and p, the proposed model achieved 92% & 96% respectively, whereas the LeNet,
AlexNet, DenseNet andHDSONachieved 86.67& 84.82%, 89.63%& 85.89%, 91.12%&89.5% and 91.01%& 89.8% respectively
for different training and testing datasets. Furthermore, when the techniques were tested with F-Measure, the proposed model
achieved 90% to 94% for 70:30.The samemodel achieved 89% to 91% for 60:40. However, the HDSON achieved highest among
all others i.e.91% for 70:30 and has 90.74% for 60:40.

This research proposes a new architecture to determine a person’s sex by combining the features of HDSON and BAM.
Here we employed octonion orthogonal matching pursuit technique to provide an alternate minimization-based approach
for the octonion sparse coding issue which is the expansion of the previous research and developed deep octonion networks
(DONs). The OVNNmodel optimizes the octonion weight initialization by using ReLU as the activation function. As a result,
the suggested algorithm is successful because it employed the AR data set, which contains photographs of faces captured by
mobile phones from various angles and showed a wide range of emotions belonging to people of both sexes. According to
the experimental analysis, the suggested approach provides rapid training with many pictures and obtained high classification
accuracy.

Fig 3.The comparative analysis of approaches

Figure 3 represents the comparative analysis of Humphries (2020) (20), Shishegar (2021) (15), Taha (2022) (8)and Gupta
(2023) (7) to distinguish the detection rate of the gender and has been monitored that the proposed approach identifies a
greater number of genders among all the existing approaches. Moreover, from obtained statistical data it has been studied that
the proposed approach improves the performance of the probability of gender detection by considering precision, accuracy,
sensitivity andF −Measure.
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3 Conclusion
The proposed approach improves the performance of gender detection 3%, as it combines the features of HDSON and BAM.
The loss of extracted image is also being reduced, since proposed approach provides the qualitative properties of HADSON
and BAM, hence acquired enhanced stored capability which sequentially minimizes the loss of image. Also, it integrates the
qualities of HDSON and BAM to optimize time, storage, accuracy, sensitivity and precision of the extracted image. Moreover,
the proposed algorithm is simple to operate, so provides the base to signal and image processing researchers to precede the
work on this era. The proposed algorithm can be used in paramilitary forces to improve the security against opponents, even if
they change their facial activity. Furthermore, the approach can be used to detect the missed persons and helps the local police
in real time applications.
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